WHERE YOU CAN FIND OUR TECHNOLOGIES

Air traffic controllers all over the world use our radio technologies to communicate with pilots and ensure the safety of flights.

One of the things our detection system does is help prevent collisions with drones near airports.

Our security scanner at the airport security check ensures that no potentially dangerous items are taken on board airplanes.

Our test and measurement solutions guarantee that key factors of wireless smart home devices like proper functionality, battery life and performance are fulfilled.

Our automotive test solutions make autonomous driving safe.

We provide test solutions for the development and production of smartphones.

Many radio broadcasters worldwide use our transmitters to achieve the highest possible transmission quality for their programs.

Most Hollywood blockbusters use our post production technology.

Our IT security solutions help hospitals protect sensitive patient data from theft.

With our cybersecurity solutions, we help banks securely transfer data for their digital services.

Our automotive test solutions make autonomous driving safe.
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